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Abstract: Most expert system designers suffer from knowledge acquisition complications. Expert system shells contain
facilities that can simplify knowledge acquisition to make domain experts themselves responsible for knowledge structuring
and encoding. The aim of this research is to develop an Arabic Expert System Shell (AESS) for diagnosing diseases based on
natural language. The suggested AESS mainly consists of two phases. The first phase is responsible for automatic acquiring of
human expert knowledge. The acquired knowledge is analyzed by Arabic morphological system. The Arabic morphological
system analyzes the given Arabic phrase and finds the required keywords (roots). The suggested system is provided with the
required domain dictionary to be used by the Arabic morphological system. The second phase is concerned with the design of
inference engine together with user interface (based on natural language) that uses a backward chaining method (end-user
interface).When AESS tested by experts and end users, it was found that AESS performance in constructing Knowledge-Base
(KB) and diagnosing problems was very exact (the diagnostic ability of AESS is 99%.). Merging of morphological system with
knowledge acquisition is very effective in constructing the target KB without any duplicate or inconsistent rules. The same
technique could be used to build expert system shell based on any other natural language (English, French, etc.). The only
difference is to build morphological system suitable to that language in addition to the desired domain dictionary.
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1. Introduction
An Expert System (ES) is a methodology and
programming approach that attempts to provide
answers for complicated problems, or clarify
uncertainties where human domain experts would need
to be consulted. Expert system mainly consists of four
components: Knowledge-Based (KB), inference
engine, user interface, and knowledge acquisition [9,
17]. The KB consists of rules and facts that are
acquired from knowledge, opinion, and experiences of
experts. It defines the knowledge presentation schemes
which specify the relationship between rules and facts
representing related experiences [17, 20]. The process
of building KB is part of knowledge engineering [11].
The inference engine provides a control structure that
uses information supplied by the user and applies the
knowledge in the KB to obtain the solution for a
particular problem [20]. Knowledge acquisition is
responsible for entering new rules to the rule-base, and
updating the existing rules [9]. Expert system needs a
complete development environment called shell to
build KB applications and maintaining them. This will
help human expert to construct the suitable KB without
any help from expert system designer [13].
Shells contain facilities that can simplify knowledge
acquisition. It provides a step-by-step methodology
and a user-friendly interface for a knowledge engineer.
The friendly interface allows the domain experts
themselves to be directly involved in structuring and
encoding the knowledge [11]. Non-programmer expert

can understand shells without understanding the
lengthy learning process [13]. El-Sadany and Hashish
[7] developed a rule-based expert system. They used
the associated morphological information to generate
Arabic verbs and derivational nouns from stems. Almuhtaseb and Aref [4] developed (Khabeer) an objectoriented Arabic expert system shell. Khabeer was used
as a machine translation tool. Several phases of
machine translation are demonstrated. These phases
include lexical and morphological analysis, syntax
analysis, knowledge representation and sentence
generation. Al-Khateeb [1] developed a general
diagnosing expert system shell at which the KB may
contains the expertise of many experts. It was found
that Rule-duplicate may occur in general diagnosing
expert system shells. Pamela and Xenogene [21]
designed eGanges which is a map-based, expertfriendly expert system shell that allows construction of
nested rule or procedure maps using glosses of nodes
in the maps. Gloss options include links between nodes
in the same map and between parallel maps. eGanges
is an expert system shell, mainly for the domains of
law, quality control management, and education.
Hussein et al. [11] proposed framework model for
expert system shell which is based on the integration of
rule-base and the case-based forms using blackboard
which facilitate applying more than one problem
solving methods and search techniques in inference
engine of the expert system shell. The rule-base and
case-base formats have been converted into tables.
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Motivated by the need for shell that allows domain
expertise to construct a suitable KB using natural
language without any rule-duplication, an expert
system shell for diagnosing using Arabic language is
suggested. The suggested expert system shell helps
experts (doctors for example) to construct the KB
without the need for the expert system designer.
Multiple KB systems could be constructed by different
experts through providing suitable knowledge
acquiring. The aim of this work is to avoid the
problems of duplicate and inconsistent rules within the
KB. This will be gained by using a morphological
system to analyse the acquired knowledge. Domain
dictionary is built to support the morphological system
in finding the required keywords (roots). The
researchers choose to construct Arabic morphological
system that uses domain dictionary to find the required
keywords (roots) since Arabic language is considered
as a highly inflected language and thus it is one of the
difficult natural languages to be handled automatically
[22]. AESS was implemented using Visual Prolog.

2. Expert System Shell
An expert system shell may be either domain specific
shell or general-purpose shell. Domain specific shell is
used for developing specific application domains.
General-purpose shell offers flexibility and generality
to solve different types and areas of problems. It
provides the following benefits [6, 14, 15]:
•
•
•
•

Can be used for different applications.
Allows fast expert system construction.
No need for high programming skill.
Cost reduction.

Shell system composed of the same ES components
except the KB. Figure 1 illustrates the ES components
and describes the shell system [6].
Knowledge Base (KB)

User

Knowledge
engineer

Knowledge base
editor
User
interface

Inference
engine
Explanation
system

Knowledge
acquisition
Expert
knowledge

Case specific
data

Shell

Figure 1. Expert system shell.

The first step in building any expert system is
Knowledge acquisition. It is the process of
transforming the extracted knowledge (domain
experts’ knowledge) to forms suitable to be saved in
the Knowledge-Based System (KBS). Many

researchers and practitioners have identified this
process as a bottleneck that restricts the development
of expert system. The knowledge should be validated
and verified to improve its quality. Then the acquired
knowledge is organized and encoded in the KB [15,
16].
In this work, Acquiring knowledge from domain
experts is via friendly user interface using menu driven
and natural language. The user interface allows the
expert to enter Arabic phrases. The acquired
knowledge is analysed by Arabic morphological
system and finds the required keywords (roots) before
saving then in the KB.

3. The Developed Arabic Morphological
System
In linguistic, morphology is the study of the internal
structure of words. In other words, morphology is
simply the branch of linguistics that studies patterns of
word-formation taken in their different uses and
constructions. It also attempts to formulate rules that
model the knowledge of the speakers of those
languages [7, 18].
Arabic suffers from huge number of compound
words. These compound words result in high Out-OfVocabulary (OOV) when using finite-sized lexicons. It
contains words that are highly infected and derived.
Therefore, the compound words need special
techniques and algorithms to solve its morphological
problems. In this work, the main objectiveof
developing the Arabic morphological system is to
convert an Arabic phrase into a list of keywords (roots)
to overcome the rule duplication problem. Different
forms of the same word (or even its synonym) will
have only one representation (its root). The keywords
of the entered phrase are compared with the existing
rules to check if the input phrase represents a useful or
duplicated knowledge. Finally, refine the knowledge
[5, 7] The developed Arabic morphological
systemconsists of two modules. The computational
lexicon module and analysis module.

3.1. Computational Lexicon Module
(Dictionary)
The dictionary module contains Arabic roots of
domain words with their associated features in addition
to noise words and popular synonyms for the domain
words. The root is an ordered sequence of three or four
valid Arabic alphabet i.e., the root can be either
trilateral or tetra-literal [10].

3.2. Analysis Module
The analysis module contains the classical Arabic
morphological rules grammar through removing the
affixes (prefixes, infixes, and suffixes) from a word to
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get its stem. There are many morphological rules. For
example, the rules used in the derivation of the verbs,
and rules that are used in the derivation of the nouns
from verbs as shown in equations 1 and 2 [2, 3, 19].
(1)

Verb=prefixes+stem+suffixes

(2)
Arabic verbs and nouns are generated from stems;
stem is formed by substituting the characters of the
root to certain forms, called measures (scales) [2, 8].
The measure is a general module composed of an
ordered sequence of characters. Some of these
characters are “constants” and some are “variables”.
The “variable” characters are to be substituted with the
characters of an Arabic root to generate a word called
the “stem”. For example the word (takateba) “HIJKI” is
formed after applying the measure form (tafa'ala )
“MNJOI” to the stem (kataba, write) “HP ”آ. This can be
done by adding “ ”تat the beginning of the root “HP”آ,
then insert “ ”اafter “ ”كas shown in example 1. The
same thing is done to get the word (maktoob, written)
“بVPKW” from the same root “HP ”آafter applying the
measure form (mafool) “لVYOW” as in example 2 [10,
19].
Examples 1:
Noun=prefixes+stem+suffixes

ت ف ا ع ل= ت ك ا ت ب
(write ،HP(= ك ت ب )آMY]) ف ع ل
Examples 2:

م ف ع و ل= م ك ت و ب
(write ،HP(= ك ت ب )آMY]) ف ع ل
The analysis module has inference engine
mechanism that uses the Arabic morphological rules
and computational lexicon module to perform word
analysis. When an Arabic phrase is obtained from
human expert, the analysis module converts it into a
list of keywords (roots).

4.1. AESS Acquisition Subsystem
AESS acquisition subsystem is shown in Figure 3. The
developed acquisition subsystem obtains knowledge
from human expert by “automatic knowledge
acquisition and knowledge engineer”. Each Arabic
phrase is analyzed and converted into list of keywords
by “Arabic morphological module”. “Refine
knowledge” is used to check knowledge before storing
it. The following subsections are the detailed
explanation of each module.
Automatic
knowledge
acquisition and
knowledge
engineer module

Human
expert

Expert
knowlwdge

Arabic
phrase

Human

expert

AESS
acquisition
subsystem

Expertkno
wlwdge

Knowledge
base

Figure 3. AESS acquisition subsystem.

4.1.1. Automatic Knowledge Acquisition and
Knowledge Engineer Module
The automatic knowledge acquisition and knowledge
engineer module is the interface between human expert
and AESS. It enables human expert to create his KB,
and input information about it. The input KB is
composed of set of rules (“IF..Then” rule). This
module decomposes the input rule into three parts (as
shown in Figure 4, one or more of related premises
(question or sub-conclusion), conclusion, and certainty
factor. The explanation for each question (why, and
how) will be acquired from human expert.
Rule

Premise

Conclusion
Premise1
Operator

PremiseN

Case
specific
data

Certainty factor

Premise2
Operator

Knowledge
base

Inference engine
and user
interface

List of
keyword

Refine knowledge
module

4. The Architecture of AESS
AESS is mainly consists of four subsystems as
illustrated in Figure 2, each of which is used to
perform specific task.

Arabic
morphological
module

* N value is 1 or greater.
End user

Negation flag

* Premise is described as:

Questionconclusion flag

* Operator is either “AND”
or “OR”.

Premise

Figure 4. The representation of the input rule.
Explanation
generator

Figure 2. AESS architecture.

AESS interface is constructed depending on menudriven and message windows. Menu is used to give the
human experts the ability to choose the function that
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they want to perform. Also human expert has the
ability to input his information and knowledge by
making selection from an exist list or writing via edit
controls (using natural language). AESS allows human
expert to updatethe KB (change the content of any rule,
change a specific conclusion or question, delete
unwanted rule, delete not useful premises and
conclusions).

Experimentally, AESS provided with medicine-domain
dictionary.
Dictionary

Rules & analysis

Figure 5. AESS architecture.

4.1.2. Refine Knowledge
The system receives human expert knowledge from
“automatic knowledge acquisition and knowledge
engineer”, sends Arabic phrases (questions and
conclusions) to the “Arabic morphological module”,
and then receives list of keywords for each Arabic
phrase. To refine knowledge:
• Validation task is used to prevent duplication and
other errors that may happen as a result of updating
KB. If the new knowledge (rule, question, or
conclusion) is similar to an existing one, then
human expert will be asked to if they are the same
or not.
• Human expert sends knowledge to the KB, each
question and conclusion will be found in two forms.
First, the actual string which is obtained from
human expert. Second, its corresponding list of
keywords.
4.1.3. Arabic Morphological Module
AESS needs morphological module to accomplish two
objectives. Discover the matching in meaning which
introduce duplication, and discover the typing errors.
AESS Arabic morphological module is decomposed
into the main components of an Arabic morphological
system (dictionary and rules analysis) as shown in
Figure 5.
AESS dictionary is decomposed into domains. It
provides separate dictionary for each domain of
knowledge. Each dictionary contains roots (verbs),
nouns, noise words, and synonym words (which have
the same meaning related to this domain).

AESS Arabic morphological module performs
analysis process, which depends on the classical
Arabic morphological rules (grammar). It uses the
grammar of deriving verbs in different formulas, and
the grammar of deriving nouns from verbs. Stems are
generated by substituting the characters of the root to
certain measures (scales). The verb-measures and
noun-measures are shown in Figure 6 and Table 1
respectively [2, 8, 10]. The verb-measures shown in
Figure 6 are in the past tense. To make a verb in
present tense, it must start by one of the following
letters {“T” “”ت، “E” “”ي، “N” “”ن، “A” “}”ا.
As illustrated in equations 1 and 2, prefixes and
suffixes could be attached to stems. Equations 3 and 4
show the decomposition of prefixes and suffixes.
Verb=prefix0+prefix1+stem+suffix0+suffix1

(3)

where
Prefix0={“”ف, “}”و, Prefix1={“”س, “}”ل,
Suffix0={“”ت, “Ji”, “”ا, “”وا, “jk”، “”ي, “”ن,“”ان, “”ون,
“}”و
Suffix1={“”ك, “m“ ”هli”, “Jo”ه, “j”ه, “j
ّ ”ه, “q”, “J}”ه
(4)

Noun=prefix0+prefix1+prefix2+prefix3+stem+
suffix0+ suffix1+suffix2

where
Prefix0={“”ف, “}”و, Prefix1={“}”ال,
Prefix2={“”ل, “Mr”}, Prefix3={“”ب، “}”ك,
Suffix0={“sk”, “}”ة, Suffix1={“ }”تand
Suffix2={“J”ه, “”ك, “q”, “”ي, “m”ه, “j”ه, “j
ّ ”ه, “Ji”,
“m}”آ

Table 1. Stems of nouns derived from verbs.
,ـ.ـ/0 ا2ـ3 4ـ5ـ6ــ780ء ا:8;<ا
Nouns That are Derived from Verb "Fi'l" (,ـ.ـB)
در:E80ا
Gerunds
رXE3
YZ[\0ا
Trilateral
Gerund

YZ[\0] اP^ رXE3
NonTrilateral
Gerund

لJY]
suY]
MwY]
srJY]
لVY]
نvY]

MuY]
suuY]
لvY]

XیV3 YZ[Z رXE3
Affixed Trilateral
Gerund
1
2
3
Affix Affixes Affixes
لJY]ا
لJYP]ا
لJYOiا
suYOI
MuYOI
لvY]ا
suY]ا
MNJOI
لJYOPyا
MwYOI
suNJOW

 و,H:/0 اI;ا
لK./80ا
Subjective
and
Objective
Nouns
MNJ]
MY]ا
لVYOW

4N0:O80 ا4NPﺹ
Exaggeration
Forms

,PR/60 اI;ا
Preference
Nouns

ن:U80ن وا:3V0 اI;ا
Durational and
Positional
Nouns

40W اI;ا
Nouns that
Describe
Machines

لJّY]
MwYOW
MwّY]
لVNJ]
suNJ]
srJّY]

MY]ا
xuY]

MYOW
suYOW

لJYOW
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ـ ر اـّد واـّـ دة
أــ م اـ ـ
The Verb Partitions (Stem and Affixation)

ی
(Affixation)

(Stem)ّد

ی ا
()
Affixes
Ontrilateral

() ی ا
Affixes on TetraLiteral


2 Affixes

ف
1 Affix

) ا
ّ  ا-

ﺘﻔﻌﻠل

 ﺡوف
3 Affixes
"$& ا' ال
ّ  ا-


2 Affixes

ر
Tetra-literal

Fa'al


Trilateral

Fi'l

ف
1 Affix

"# ا$ ا
ّ  اّ" ﺕ" ﺕ-

 ا ّ -

Figure 6. Classification of verbs in Arabic language.

The cases of prefixes and suffixes are described in
Figures 7 and 8 with examples.
Verb-prefixes:
Prefix0
Prefix1
Prefix0+Preifx1

Examples of verbs derived
from the root “( ”جwith
prefixes and suffixes):
“”واج

“نJk”

Suffix1

“mk”
“qVPk”

Figure 7. Verb-prefixes-and-suffixes treated by AESS.

Case1: Prefix1
Prefix3
Case2:
Prefix3+
Prefix2
Prefix0
Case3:
Prefix0+
Prefix0+
Noun-suffixes:

Arabic

Examples:
“kor”ا
“لJYrJ”آ
“kor”وا

Suffix2

“JP”آ

Suffix0

“skW”

Suffix1+Suffix2

“JPw”

Figure 8. Noun-prefixes-and-suffixes treated by ESS.

AESS analysis process has inference engine
mechanism that uses the dictionary and the previous
grammars to perform word analysis. The following
steps illustrate the analysis process. Steps are
summarized by the two examples (form 1 and form 2)
given in Table 2, at which two different forms of the
same input phrase.

English

Form 2
Arabic

English

{kرVr~} ا
OIW lJrا

The
portalvein
pressureis
high

l] عJOI{ ارVk There is high
{kرVr ~} اpressure in
lJrا
portal vein

Step 2:
Tokenizing

،“}~”]
،“{kرVr”ا
،“lJr”ا
[“OIW”

[“the,
“portal”,
“vein”,
“pressure”,
“is”,
“high”]

،“{Vk”]
،“عJOI”ار
،“}~” ،“l]”
،“{kرVr”ا
[“lJr”ا

Step 3:
Removing
Noise Words

،“}~”]
،“{kرVr”ا
،“lJr”ا
[“OIW”

[“portal”,
“vein”,
“pressure”,
“high”]

،“عJOI]”ار
،“}~”
،“{kرVr”ا
[“lJr”ا

Step 4:
Substitute
Words with
its Stem

،“}~”]
،“”ورد
،“بJ”
[“]”ر

[“portal”,
“vein”,
“press”,
“high”]

Step 1: Input
Phrase

“جwy”و

Suffix0

Noun-prefixes:

Form 1

“جwy”

Verb-suffixes:

Suffix0+suffix1

Table 2. Steps to convert an input phrase into list of keywords.

[“there”,“ is”,
“high”,
“pressure”,
“in”, “portal”,
“vein”]
[“high”,
“pressure”,
“portal”,
“vein”]

[“high”,
،“]]”ر
“press”,
،“}~”
“portal”,
[“بJ” ،“”ورد
“vein”]

• Step 1. Tokenizing: This step converts the input
phrase (string) into a list of words (list of strings).
First, the tokenizer eliminates unnecessary blankspaces and punctuation marks. The resultant string
is converted into a list of words.
• Step 2. Removing Noise: This step checks the list of
words. Remove the noise (unnecessary) words
based on the noise words stored in the dictionary.
Example: Unattached prepositions such as: ((“on”,
ala, “xuN”), (“from”, min,“jW”), (“in”, fi,l]” “))
Connectives such as: ((“or”, a'au, “)”او, (“or”, m,
“)”ام, (“but”, bal, “M”), (“then” thum'a “m”)).
Others, such as: (“never”, kut, “}”), (“may”, kud,
“{”). The above examples are noise-words for all
domains of knowledge. Also there are words that
are considered as noise toward a specific domain of
knowledge.
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• Step 3. Get Keyword: The job of this step is to
obtain the roots of the remaining words by the use
of morphological knowledge, roots that are stored in
the dictionary, and the classical Arabic
morphological rules mentioned before. There is no
harm of using domain dictionary that contains
limited vocabulary since the dictionary concerning a
specific subject. The using of domain dictionary
will be of acceptable size leading to fast stemming
process.
• Step 4. Error Checking: If there is no keyword for a
specific word, then error-checking is called to check
the following two possibilities:
• The word may be wrong. So, call the spellchecker procedure provided in this work to get
the suggestions for the right word, and ask
human expert to choose the correct one. For
example if the input word is (kab “بJ)”آ, the list
of suggestions will be [(kootoob “HP)”آ, (kitab
“بJP)”آ, (katib “HIJ)”آ, (kaaseib “HyJ])”آ.
• It could be a new-word (its keyword does not
belong to the dictionary). Ask the expert to
determine its type (verb or noun) and add it to the
dictionary.
• Step 5. Replacing Synonyms: This step checks each
keyword in the list. If it has a synonym in the
dictionary, then replace it with its synonym, such as:
(pain=Ache) mrو=أ
(Lessen=decrease=minimize) Y=M
َ =
َ 

4.2. AESS Knowledge Base
AESS KB stores: “questions”, “rules”, “conclusions”.
External databases (provided by VProlog) are used to
store (“questions”, “rules”, and “conclusions”) in three
separate files. B+trees indexing method is used to
quickly look up information stored in the external
chains. Each new question is stored in “question” file
together with its explanation as the form below:
(question-number, question-code, list-of-keywords,
question-explanation).
Each new conclusion is stored in “conclusion” file
together with the numbers of its rules as the as the
form below:
(conclusion-number, conclusion-code, list-of-keywords,
list-of-rules-numbers).
If-section of each new rule is stored in “rule” file
together with its rule-number and the Certainty Factor
(CF) of the rule as the as the form below:
(rule-number, list-of-subsequent-premises, CF).
Each premise is represented by three components.
First, flag recognizes whether premise is question or
sub-conclusion. Second, is flag recognizes whether
premise is negated or not. Third, is key-number of this
premise. Experimentally, AESS provided with KB
“Abdominal Pain”. It belongs to medicine-domain.

4.3. AESS Inference Engine and User Interface
Subsystem
The inference engine performs the task of
communicating with the end-user (inexpert user). In
AESS, reasoning is based on Stanford certainty factor
method [9] to reflect uncertainty. Certainty can be
applied to the rule (obtained from human expert), and
to each question by the end-user. A dialog of
(question/answer) begins between AESS and end-user.
Menu driven is used to give the end user the ability to
answer with (“yes”, “no”, “yes with certainty”, “do not
know”, “why”). “yes” means that the question has the
certainty of 1. “no” means the certainty is -1. “yes with
certainty” gives end-users the ability to input certainty
(they can choose it from the list). “do not know” means
certainty is 0. And “why” means that the end-user
wants to know why AESS asked him a specific
question. AESS uses backward chaining technique,
which selects a goal and finds the combination of rules
that can achieve it. Each rule contains a list of
subsequent premises. AESS inference engine tries to
prove each premise. These premises may themselves
be conclusion of other rules (sub-conclusion). If its
result is not found in the working memory (case
specific data), then it will be a new sub-goal, and the
same procedure is applied recursively. AESS stores the
checked conclusion together with its certainty in the
working memory. If premise is a question, then search
its answer in the working memory. If it is not found
then end-user must answer the question. The answer is
stored in the working memory. To achieve this method,
AESS gets the user answer with its certainty, and then
gets the certainty for each rule. Then combine-rule is
used to calculate a single combined certainty.
The inference engine starts with the main (last)
conclusion and tries to prove it. If it could not be
proved, then try to prove the previous one and so on
until the goal is achieved or the KB is finished.
Example:
Rule1: If fever and cold then influenza (0.9).
Rule2: If fever and cough then influenza (0.85).

Assume the user answers are as following:
Fever (yes/1).
Cold (yes with certainty 0.94).
Cough (yes with certainty 0.8).
Then get the certainty for each rule:
Rule1: min [1, 0.94] * 0.9  CF (rule1)=0.846
Rule2: min [1, 0.8] * 0.85  CF (rule2)=0.68
Finally, apply combine-rule to calculate single combine
certainty [9]:
CF(influenza)=CF(R1)+CF(R2)–(CF (R1)*CF (R2))
=0.846+0.68–(0.846 *0.68)=0.95
Note that the combination of two rules together is stronger
than each of them separately.

4.4. AESS Explanation Generator
The ability to explain reasoning is usually considered
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as an important part of any expert system. An
explanation facility is useful on many levels. For
example, it can help knowledge engineers to debug and
test the system during development process. Also it
can provide assurance to the users that system’s
knowledge and reasoning process is appropriate [12].
AESS provides two explanation facilities, “Why” and
“How”. To implement “Why”, the explanation
obtained from human expert is stored in “question”
file. When end-user selects “Why” explanation, the
inference engine searches “question” file for that
question and displays its explanation to the end-user.
“How” explanation is implemented by storing each
question in working memory together with its answer.
Intermediate results (sub-conclusions) are also stored
together with their certainty factor. When the end-user
selects “How”, the system will display each asked
question with its answer. Also the intermediate results
in order will be displayed until the goal is achieved.

5. Experimental Results
AESS provides user-friendly interface (consists of
menus and windows). It provides many facilities to
help both human experts and end-users with writing,
editing, and updating the knowledge they enter.
To test the AESS behavior and results, AESS was used
to construct two diagnosing ESs in two different
domains (medical and chemical). The two ESs
knowledge-bases were constructed by domain human
experts. There feedback was positive. The two systems
were tested by end-users. When AESS tested by
experts and end users, it was found that AESS
performance in constructing KB and diagnosing
problems was very exact. To study the behavior of
AESS, the characteristics of the medicine-domain
dictionary and the KB “Abdominal Pain” are stated
bellow:
• Fill the dictionary with words needed in medicinedomain. AESS is provided with the ability of
learning new words. The human expert may use
words not exist in the dictionary. In this case, AESS
allows the human expert to add the new words to
the dictionary. If the word “N” , for example, does
not included within the dictionary, and the
following phrase is acquired “mr اN”, AESS
consider “N” as wrong word (typing error) and
suggest the right word “N”. AESS provides the
ability of choosing the suggested right word, or adds
the word “N” to the dictionary.
• External database of visual-Prolog is used in
dictionary construction leading to fast retrieval and
high storage. The dictionary contains 1200 word
(roots, nouns, noise words, and domain noise
words). New words could be added and the
dictionary size could grow without any problem.
• “Abdominal Pain” deals with abdomen diseases. It

consists of 41 diseases with 60 (consistent and nonduplicated) rules. There are135 symptoms in these
rules. AESS is provided with the ability of KB
updating. Human expert can add new disease, delete
existing disease, or edit disease.
• Natural language is used to enter the symptoms of a
disease. As known, different users could use
different phrases to enter the same symptoms. AESS
has the ability to recognize these symptoms and
give correct diagnosing answer with about 99%
accuracy. Some examples of similar symptoms
illustrated using different phrases and discovered
(i.e., recognized as the same phrase) by AESS are
shown in Table 3:
Table 3. Examples of similar symptoms entered by different users.

Example 13
Different Users

Example 22
Different Users
Example 33
Different Users
Example 43
Different Users
Example 52
Different Users

Symptoms
(English)

Symptoms
ٍ
(Arabic)

Pain in the abdomen in the
epigastric region

sW l] jr اl] mrا
فVyrا

Pain in the epigastric
region of the abdomen
Epigastric abdominal pain
Pain appears during sleep
Pain appears when I sleep
Sudden pain
Pain appears suddenly
Pain appears quickly
High Fever
The fever is high
Fever
Jaundice
There is jaundice

sor اl] mrا
jr اjW sw]Vyrا
l]Vy ﺵl mrا
مVrء اJ أmr اk
مJi أJW{N k mrا
JOW mrا
JOW MK mr اk
sN k mrا
¡ارةr اsع درJOIار
sYOIW ¡ارةrا
xo
نJk
نJk {Vk

6. Conclusions
It is very important to allow human experts to
construct the KB of expert systems. This is cannot be
Accomplished without using Experts System Shell
(AESS). The developed system merges Arabic
morphological system with knowledge acquisition to
handle the rule duplication and rule inconsistency in
the constructed KB. The Arabic morphological system
is associated with domain dictionary that contains the
expert domain vocabularies (word stems associated
with their synonyms). The domain dictionary helps the
morphological system in finding accurate keywords
swiftly since it only requires dealing with the related
domain words. AESS allows the human expert to add,
update and modify the dictionary. The dictionary is
constructed using external database provided by Visual
Prolog making it scalable and fast. It is important to
point out that the suggested Arabic morphological
system could be replaced by any other natural language
morphological system (English for example)
associated with the suitable domain dictionary.
AESS is considered as general expert system shell used
for solving diagnosing problems. The generality of
AESS could cause losing of some diagnosing systems
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power. For example, in medical field, one could lose
information
(concerning
historical
medical
information, laboratory analysis information, and
imaging procedures information) about the patients
which could be helpful in the diagnosing process. On
the other hand, the generality issue allows users to use
AESS to build different ESs, and in turns they could be
used to diagnose different problems. The diagnostic
accuracy of AESS reaches 99%. AESS used fast
inference engine strategy (backward chaining) and
B+tree indexing method which is quickly look up
information stored in external databases. Large KBs
could be constructed without any space or time
problem. Finally, AESS is provided with user-friendly
interface to simplify the system usage for both human
expert and the end user. As future work, semantic
analyzer might improve the system performance. Also
using speech recognition system to allow end users use
voice instead of writing.
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